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Official media of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) reported on 16 September
2021 that a newly established “railway-borne missile regiment” launched two ballistic missiles from
a rail-mobile launcher on 15 September 2021. This is the first time the DPRK has revealed this
ballistic missile basing mode, a mode known to have been adopted only by the Soviet Union/Russia.
This latest development shows that the DPRK leadership is trying to improve the survivability of its
nuclear arsenal, and in so doing advancing its preemptive and counter-strike capabilities.
These launches also coincided with Republic of Korea (ROK) President Moon Jae-in’s on-site
attendance at the country’s first full range test of a submarine launched ballistic missile (SLBM).
Given that the DPRK launches preceded the ROK’s SLBM test only by several hours, the ROK test
was likely a pre-planned event and should not be seen as a tit-for-tat reaction to the DPRK launches.
The efforts by the DPRK and the ROK to advance missile strike capabilities manifest the ongoing
arms race on the Korean Peninsula. The risk of possible conflict escalation continues to be present,
if not increasing.
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I. BACKGROUND: RAIL-BASING MODE
During the Cold War, a number of modes for deploying strategic missiles, including the rail-basing
mode, were studied by nuclear-weapon States with a view to increasing the survivability of their
missile forces and ensuring a resilient strike capability as they pose a higher challenge to an
adversary’s reconnaissance capabilities. 1 Eventually, land-based silos, launch vehicles on trucks and
nuclear-powered submarines have become the most common basing modes for strategic missiles.
In the 1950s, the US initiated a study on the feasibility of using the rail-basing mode for its
Minuteman inter-continental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), but abandoned this option in 1961. 2 The
idea was revisited in the 1980s, when the US planned to deploy Peacekeeper ICBMs on railway
mobile launchers. However, this plan was cancelled after the Soviet Union collapsed. In 1975, China
allegedly conducted experiments on rail-mobile launchers. 3 Only the Soviet Union successfully
implemented the rail-basing mode in the 1980s, when its RT-234 rail-mobile ICBM launchers were
put into active service. 5 Funded by the Cooperative Threat Reduction program, all RT-23 missiles
were completely eliminated in 2008. 6
The reasons why rail-mobile launchers are not deployed by most nuclear-weapon States could
include that: (1) launch vehicles on trucks, tracked chassis and strategic submarines offer better
mobility, while the routes of rail-mobile launchers are fixed and more predictable; (2) a rail-mobile
launcher, which normally consists of several train cars, is more visible than submarines and launch
vehicles on trucks and tracked chassis; and (3) rail-mobile launchers were considered to be more
expensive than fixed silos 7 whose survivability could be enhanced by decoy silos.
However, there could be a number of reasons for the DPRK to explore the rail-mobile launchers:
●

The DPRK has only put small, single-stage short-range ballistic missiles on the rail-mobile
launcher. Such an approach is much less sophisticated and less expensive than a train
carrying multiple ICBMs. Nevertheless, such a relatively simple rail-mobile launcher with
short-range missiles could be considered as strategic weapons in the context of the Korean
Peninsula.

●

A rail-mobile launcher for short-range ballistic missiles could be easier to disguise than railmobile launchers for ICBMs (Figure 1). This offers greater operational flexibility. For
example, the launchers could be connected to cargo trains for better disguise.

●

The DPRK reportedly suffers from a lack of heavy duty trucks 8 and has not demonstrated
the ability to produce heavy duty trucks of its own. Domestically produced tracked chassis
could only partially fill this gap because the tracked chassis could not handle large missiles.
Rail-mobile launchers could potentially become an important alternative to supplement the
launch vehicles on trucks, especially to those carrying ballistic missiles too large for the
tracked vehicles.

●

The DPRK’s ability to produce indeginous ballistic submarines appears not to be at a very
advanced stage. The DPRK has only built one small experimental ballistic submarine and is
reportedly converting a 40-year-old Chinese submarine into a ballistic missile submarine.9
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The deficiencies in the shipbuilding industry would put a limit on the DPRK’s sea-basing
options in the near to medium term. Given these conditions, despite the disadvantage of the
rail-mobile launchers in comparison to strategic submarines and other launch vehicles, the
DPRK might still wish to explore this option. The deployment of short-range ballistic
missiles on rail-mobile launchers could be the start of this exploration.

Figure 1. The DPRK rail-mobile launcher consisted of a locomotive, a supporting car and a missile
launch car that accommodates two ballistic missiles.
Image: KCTV
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II. THE 15 SEPTEMBER LAUNCH
A. The Missiles
From the photographs released by DPRK media, the missiles launched from the rail-mobile
launcher appear to be KN-23 ballistic missiles (Figure 2), 10 eight of which were previously launched
on four occasions in 2019. The 15 October 2021 launch would mark the ninth and tenth known
launches of this missile without any apparent failure.
It is worth noting that the longest known previously exhibited range by the KN-23, a short-range,
solid fuel ballistic missile, was 690 km in 2019. 11 According to the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 15
September 2021 launch was assessed as having flown 800 km (Figure 3), while the Japanese
Ministry of Defence stated that the range was 750 km (Figure 4). An 800 km range would cover all
of the Republic of Korea, as well as part of Japan, China and Russia. It is possible that the KN-23 was
not tested to its maximum range in 2019, or that the missile has undergone modifications to allow
for a longer range, such as through a reduced payload or improvements in the flight profile.

Figure 2. The missile launched from a rail-mobile launcher on 15 October (left) is identical to the DPRK’s
ballistic missile with the US designation KN-23 (right).
Images: KCNA
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Figure 3. The stated range of 800 km could cover all of the Republic of Korea, as well as part of Japan,
China and Russia.
Image: Google Earth
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Figure 4. Reported flight trajectories of the missiles launched on 15 September 2021
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B. Location of the Launch
According to the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff, the two ballistic missiles were launched from Yangdok
County in South Pyongan Province. This assessment is confirmed by video footage released by
KCTV on 16 September. This firing position is located approximately 15 km northeast of the
Yangdok Train Station and is within the administrative jurisdiction of Yangdok County (Figure 5). 17

Figure 5. The ballistic missile firing position as shown in the video footage from KCTV (top); the
corresponding location on Google Earth (bottom).
Images: KCTV (top) and Google Earth (bottom)
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Figure 6. Excerpt from the DPRK’s railway map highlighting the Pyongra Line connecting Pyongyang and
Rason.
Image: DailyNK, 18 annotated by ONN
In the past, several media outlets have reported on the existence of an “underground missile base”
for medium-range ballistic missiles in Yangdok County, 19 a mountainous area that can be accessed
via the Pyongra Line, a key railway line connecting Pyongyang and Rason (Figure 6). Multiple tunnel
structures can be observed along the railway from the Yangdok Train Station northeastward.
Satellite imagery suggests that there are approximately 35 tunnel structures along the line in
Yangdok County, including eight large tunnel structures with lengths of over 300 meters on the
railway section.
Noteworthy, in particular, are two long tunnel structures of approximately 2.8 km and 1.3 km, the
longest and the second longest, respectively, of the tunnels in and near Yangdok County (Figure 7).
Given their significant length, these tunnel structures could be connected to underground facilities
or spaces.
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Figure 7. The long tunnel structures along the PyongraLline that connect to the ballistic missile firing
position.
Image: Google Earth
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C. Implications
DPRK State media have claimed that:
●
●

upon receiving the order, the newly established “railway-borne missile regiment” rapidly
moved to the central mountain area of the country, and
the “railway-borne missile system serves as an efficient counter-strike means … through
separate performances of firepower duty in different parts of the country.”

This suggests that the DPRK military planners value the rail-mobile launchers, which can rapidly
move multiple missiles to different locations across the country, and that they wish to leverage this
advantage to counter an opponent’s first strike.
It also appears that DPRK military planners are eager to expand the use of rail-mobile launchers.
Pak Jong Chon, a member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau and secretary of the Central
Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea who oversaw the test, 20 reportedly instructed the
regiment to be expanded into a “brigade” after operational experience had been accumulated. 21
Defector testimony from 2013 suggests that a “brigade” under the then-Strategic Rocket Force22
consists of three sub-units, with nine launchers divided among the three sub-units. 23 However, it
has not been possible to independently verify this information and the organization of the Strategic
Force may have changed in recent years. Nonetheless, if this is also true for a brigade of rail-mobile
launchers, a fully armed brigade would consist of nine rail-mobile launchers with a total of 18 KN23s. The rail-mobile launcher regiment that carried out the test on 15 September 2021 could thus
be a sub-unit with three rail-mobile launchers.
In the past, the US was successful in detecting mobile ICBM systems of the Soviet Union by
geolocating radio signals sent by mobile missile units and intercepting communications between
the units and their command bases, including communications sent from the RT-23 rail-mobile
launchers. 24 As indicated above, the possible routes of rail-mobile launchers are more predictable
than those of launch vehicles on trucks or tracked chassis and submarines. With the much higher
availability and frequency of overhead imagery today, it should be possible to monitor and map the
operational pattern of the DPRK’s rail-mobile launchers with a certain degree of confidence.
However, in the event of a war, the existence of rail-mobile launchers could increase the overall
survivability of the DPRK’s nuclear force, making it more difficult for an adversary to neutralize all
of the DPRK’s arsenal at the same time. Its arsenal now includes approximately 100 ballistic missiles
launchers on truck chassis, 25 and an uncertain number of newly built launchers on tracked chassis
and possibly submarines. 26 At a minimum, the addition of the rail-mobile launchers has increased
the difficulty of a successful first strike on the DPRK (Figure 9) and could make a preemptive strike
by the DPRK more difficult to deter. These implications were already hinted at during the Eighth
Party Congress, when DPRK leader Kim Jong Un reportedly set the goal of “attaining an advanced
capability for making a preemptive and retaliatory nuclear strike.” 27
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Figure 9. The DPRK’s railway map. In theory, rail-mobile launchers could travel on most of the railway
lines and start firing preparation upon orders, although it is hard to assess how much of the railway is
well maintained.
Image: Daily NK 28
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III. CONCLUSION
The DPRK may further explore rail-basing of ballistic missiles with the intention of making its rocket
force more sizable and diversified. In comparison with more costly alternatives (such as submarinebased launches), and considering potential resource deficiencies in the heavy-duty truck and
shipbuilding industries, the rail-basing mode may be considered by the DPRK as a cost-effective
proposition.
The DPRK rail-mobile launchers are currently only used for short-range ballistic missiles. However,
given the political and geographic context of the Korean Peninsula, such rail-mobile launchers
should be considered strategic weapons against ROK and US military installations in the region. In
the long run, the DPRK may try to expand the rail-basing mode to accommodate longer range
missiles.
Though not infallible, the ballistic rail-mobile launchers will increase the difficulty of a successful
first strike on the DPRK and could make a preemptive strike by the DPRK more difficult to deter.
Although the recent missile launch activities of the DPRK and the ROK are likely not deliberately
planned to coincide with each other, the danger associated with an arms race on the Korean
Peninsula and risks of possible conflict escalation continue to be present, if not increasing.
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IV. ATTACHMENT
Pak Jong Chon Guides Test Firing Drill of Railway-borne Missile Regiment
Pyongyang, September 16 (KCNA) -- Pak Jong Chon, member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau
and secretary of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea, guided a test firing drill of a
railway-borne missile regiment.
Among the spectators were officials of the Department of Political Leadership over Military Affairs and
the Department of Munitions Industry of the C.C., WPK, leading officials of the General Staff of the Korean
People's Army and the sector of research on national defence science.
The 8th Congress of the Party, as part of the establishment of a new national defence strategy, organized
a railway-borne missile regiment to increase the capability of dealing an intensive multi-concurrent blow
at the forces posing threats to us at a time of conducting necessary military operations and to markedly
improve the capability for more positively coping with various sorts of threats.
The test firing drill took place for the purpose of confirming the practicality of the railway-borne missile
system deployed for action for the first time, of judging the combat readiness and capability of performing
firepower duty of the newly-organized regiment all of a sudden and of attaining proficiency in the action
procedures in case of fighting an actual war.
The railway-borne missile regiment took part in the drill with a mission to strike the target area 800
kilometers away from its location after moving to the central mountainous area at dawn on September 15.
The regiment finished rapid movement and deployment according to the norm of the operation and
action procedures of the railway-borne missile system, and accurately struck the target in the East Sea of
Korea according to the firepower mission.
Pak Jong Chon appreciated that the test firing drill of the regiment was successfully conducted in line
with the strategic and tactical design and intention of our Party.
Saying that the railway-borne missile system serves as an efficient counter-strike means capable of
dealing a harsh multi-concurrent blow to the threat-posing forces through separate performances of
firepower duty in different parts of the country, he called upon the army and relevant field to steadily round
off tactical plans for properly applying this system to suit to the geographical conditions and actual situation
of our country.
He discussed in detail the matter of making the railway-borne missile regiment acquire the operational
experience for actual war and expanding and reorganizing it as a railway-borne missile brigade at an early
date in the future.
He said that the deployment of the railway-borne missile system for action in accordance with the line
and policies on modernizing the army set forth at the 8th Congress of our Party holds very great
significance in increasing the war deterrence of the country. -0-
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